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also very important to handle domain- and context-specific
orientations on generated opinion words and phrases and, in
the course of this, also to improve Opinion Mining methods
for the German language. In our case, we have to improve
them particularly for the insurance domain.
Beside this main purpose, another goal is to include
the improved or developed methods and algorithms into a
prototype. By using this prototype application, insurance
companies will be able to monitor the opinion of their
customers or of their whole peer group on certain aspects
of their own products “in real time”.
In Section II, some related work is introduced. Section
III contains a brief description of the OMVers (Opinion
Mining für die Versicherungsbranche - Opinion Mining for
the insurance business) project, our identified issues and a
short description about the input data. Section IV mainly
depicts the different domain-specific opinion mining steps.
In Section V, we want to explain our evaluation process. A
short conclusion completes the paper in Section VI.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. R ELATED W ORK

The steep rise of user-generated content over the last
few years, especially user reviews, on the Web, together
with its reliability and the wide public acceptance, makes
it therefore important for many companies to observe these
relevant sources. Since the amount of reviews, comments,
posts, etc. (user contributions in short) from only one web
platform is, sometimes, too large to be checked manually,
methods are required to automate that. There are already
some applications done by different groups or companies
that claim to be able to reliably extract opinions from
German texts. However, that does not always work very well
yet. In many cases, the results are restricted to basic opinions
(positive, neutral or negative) of certain texts, calculated by
counting all opinion bearing words in this text (a kind of
document-level sentiment classification, e.g., a bag of words
approach).
Using textual data together with its meta information
from different review portals, forums, blogs and/or social
networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter) together with advanced
Opinion Mining methods such as Aspect-based Opinion
Mining can help to solve this problem. Thereby, it is

Especially in the last few years, a lot of research work
has been done in the area of Opinion Mining and Sentiment
Analysis. A detailed overview of the whole topic has been
given from Pang and Lee [1] and just recently in a survey
from Liu and Zhang [2].
A good overview of the Aspect-based Opinion Mining
approach is also given in the work from Liu and Zhang [2].
In addition to this, Liu defined a model to describe aspects
in a document, called quintuple [3]. A method to extract the
required aspects is presented in research [4].
Furthermore, there are several lists of opinion words for
multiple languages. For the English language such lists are
SentiWordNet [5], the Subjectivity Lexicon [6], Semantic
Orientations of Words [7] and two lists of positive and
negative opinion words offered by [8].
O’Hare et al. [9] analyzed blogs in the financial domain
to automatically determine the sentiment of the bloggers.
Zhuang et al. [10] focused their research on the movie
domain and proposed an approach for review mining and
summarization.

Abstract—In this paper, we discuss the work in progress of
our current project focusing on opinion mining in the field
of insurance business. The main purpose of this project is to
improve Opinion Mining methods for the German language
and optimize them with special regard to the insurance
business. These improved methods make it possible to extract
opinions from user-generated texts (in the insurance domain) in
a better quality than today. We fetch the required text data for
this study from a huge online community website for customers.
There, we find a sufficient number of user reviews about
insurance companies, which is necessary for our research.
Besides the main purpose of this study, another aim is the
development of a prototype. This could then be used to monitor
the current “crowd’s opinion” about insurance products and
services. For this reason and in order to understand key aspects
of the domain, we collaborate with the nobisCum Deutschland
GmbH, a German company offering consulting and software
development services for the insurance industry. Using one data
source and limited evaluation sets, we obtained first results
which look promising.
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There is a lot of preliminary work on several aspects in
the field of Opinion Mining. As a summary of this work,
one can say that a general approach to Opinion Mining,
applicable in many domains, does not yet give satisfactory
results. On the other hand, domain specific applications are
already promising.
The focus of this project is to apply Opinion Mining
techniques exclusively in the insurance business.
III. T HE OMV ERS P ROJECT
OMVers [11] is a collaborative project of the nobisCum
Deutschland GmbH (nobisCum) and the Institute of
Information Systems (iisys). This synergetic cooperation is
very important for the project’s success. While nobisCum
mainly works on developer tasks such as building a frontand a back-end, creating a suitable database, providing an
interface for the opinion mining analyze module, etc., iisys
can completely dedicate itself to research. During the entire
time, the project can benefit from the knowledge as well as
the experience of nobisCum about the insurance sector.
A. Major Issues
Before we will be able to analyze user written texts in the
insurance domain in such a way that suitable results can be
achieved, several subtasks have to be defined and finished.
In preparation for this project we identify the following
major issues as such tasks (partly based on survey [2]). The
final aim is to create opinion quintuples (see [3]) for every
analyzed user written text in this domain.
1) Generate Opinion List: Existing lists containing
opinion bearing adjectives, nouns or verbs (and phrases)
for the German language are not sufficient for our project.
Therefore, we need to produce an own list. Our research
group considered this issue separately and published a
generic approach to generate such lists [12].
2) Improve Opinion Mining for German: Currently,
there are some weaknesses in Opinion Mining methods for
the German language, e.g., identifying compound nouns.
An example for such a noun is “Versicherungsbetrug” “insurance fraud”.
3) Identify, extract and group aspects: The automatic
extraction of aspects (also known as features) from a text
is one of the most important parts of this project. Hu and
Liu [4] present an interesting two-step-method to perform
that. The accuracy of the first step was already improved by
Popescu and Etzioni [13]. After extracting, the aspects have
to be combined to groups. For that, the OpenThesaurus (see
http://www.openthesaurus.de/) will be useful for looking up
synonyms.
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4) Handle domain-specific opinion words: Since we
have our self-generated general opinion list, another
important issue is how to handle domain-specific opinion
words. For example, in the sentence “I will change my
insurance company” the verb change in the insurance
domain expresses a really strong opinion (negative in
this case). Whereas in the sentence “I will change my
clothes” the same verb expresses no opinion (objective
sentence). Furthermore, we assume that about 80 % of the
entries of our opinion list are universal, in other words
domain-independent. However, this assumption has not
been verified yet.
5) Handle context-dependent opinion words: Similar to
the domain-specific issues mentioned above, the problem
of context-dependent opinion words is really relevant for
our project, too. Let us have a look at the following two
sentences: “I will change to this insurance company” and
“I will change to my previous insurance company”. The
verb “change” expresses opposite opinions, positive in the
first sentence, negative in the second one. There is another
special case we can see in the sentence “In any case,
I will change”. In such a case it would be impossible
to determine the opinion expressed by “change” without
looking at previously written sentences.
Ding et al. [14] proposed an approach to handle opinion
words that are context-dependent.
6) Map opinion words to aspects: As soon as we have
identified the aspects we can use our list of opinion bearing
words to bring them together. This is a huge and important
step towards our aim to create opinion quintuples. However,
there are already methods for this officially called aspect
sentiment classification, which we can test and adapt to our
specific requirements [4] [14].
B. Additional Issues
In addition to the major issues there are some additional issues, such as extracting and grouping the entity
(the insurance company), extracting the opinion holder and
time, mining comparative opinions, handling coreference
resolutions and extending the approach for multilingualism.
Although the extraction of the entity, opinion holder and
time are not minor issues, we want to simplify this aspect
for now. Therefore, we define that
• There is only one well-known entity per text,
• The opinion holder is always the author of the text and
• The time is always the publication time of the text.
For that reason, our opinion quintuple at the beginning will
look as follows: (e, aj , ooj , h, t). Entity e, opinion holder h
and time t are unique per text, while aspect a and the opinion
value oo are not. In a later phase of the project, this current
restriction has to be improved. Please note furthermore that,
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instead of a basic opinion orientation [3], we work with
continuous opinion values between -1 and +1 [12].
After having finished all subtasks described in Section
III-A, we expect very satisfactory results. This is the reason
why the additional issues are not mandatory at the moment.
C. Input Data
For first investigations, we use user-generated reviews
about automobile insurances from an online community
for customers called Ciao [15]. So far, no method has
been developed that would enable us to crawl such reviews
automatically, so we have to fetch them manually. Besides
the text, the main information of a typical Ciao review is
a title, the author’s alias plus additional user information, a
rating value, the publication date, pros and cons defined by
the author, an “advisable flag” as well as an average review
rating retrieved from other Ciao members. We also use some
of this additional information for this project.
IV. D OMAIN -S PECIFIC O PINION M INING
The aim of our data analysis is to go down to the aspect
level of a specific text and create the appropriate opinion
quintuples. Thus, it will be possible to see a quantitative
as well as qualitative summary of the opinions of different
texts.
However, to see how good or bad other methods for this
application case work, we have decided to use an iterative
approach. This implies that we start our research with a
basic document-level sentiment classification [1], meaning
that the smallest unit is the whole review text. This method
is only suitable for documents that contain just one entity
(as they do in our case). Nevertheless, the granularity of this
technique is probably not fine enough for our application.
After that, we test a method called sentence-level sentiment classification, which is an intermediate step before
finally reaching the “supreme discipline” of aspect-based
sentiment analysis or aspect-based opinion mining, respectively.
After each step, we perform an evaluation of the results
produced by the respective algorithm with a self-defined set
of sentences (see Section V). This allows us to measure the
quality of every method used as well as to compare them.
Furthermore it will help us to improve the methods in an
iterative way.
Since the implementation of the first two main steps
(document-level sentiment classification and sentence-level
sentiment classification) has almost been completed, we
want to describe the ongoing and future work on the aspectbased sentiment analysis below, which is partly based on the
five tasks (except IV-A) to be performed to build opinion
quintuples [2].
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A. Domain-specific Opinion List Generation
As already mentioned in Section III-A1, we have published a generic approach to generate opinion lists of phrases
[12]. By using this approach, we have already created such
a list.
As described in Section III-A4, we now have to deal
with domain-dependent opinion words. These words are
currently not contained in the list or have the wrong opinion
value for the insurance domain (remember the example of
the verb change). Therefore, in the next step we add such
words to our existing list manually or change their opinion
value if they already exist.
B. Entity Extraction and Grouping
Currently, this task is treated as an additional issue (see
Section III-B). Therefore, we start by using the Ciao hierarchy (Ciao > insurances > automobile insurances > [list of
all insurances]) to determine the (unique) entity of review
texts. Later on, we plan to extract entities automatically.
This is still required in order to analyze blogs and forums
(unstructured sources) and could be handled by using Named
Entity Recognition (NER) techniques [16].
C. Aspect Extraction and Grouping
As mentioned in Section III-A3, aspect extraction is a
crucial task of our project. Currently, we highly simplify
this issue. That means we are currently using a manually
produced list of grouped aspects as well as their synonyms
prepared by nobisCum. Although this approach works quite
well, our aim is to extract and group aspects automatically
as soon as possible. In addition to that, a method to split
compound nouns (a common occurrence in the German
language) is needed as well (see Section III-A2).
D. Opinion Holder and Time Extraction
Similar to the entity extraction part, this task is also treated
as an additional issue. As described in Section III-C, every
user review from Ciao contains the author’s alias and the
publication date, among others. This meta information is
presently used to determine the opinion holder as well as the
time of the whole review. After finishing the major issues
(see Section III-A), this task will be automated, too.
E. Aspect Sentiment Classification
As we now have our list with opinion bearing words (not
yet domain-specific) and the required, at the moment static,
list of aspects, we can start a simple analysis of reviews to
determine the opinion on different aspects. Since our opinion
list also contains opinion values for phrases like “nicht gut”
- “not good”, we do not have to handle valence shifters.
We are still at the beginning of this task, i.e., by now we
have neither managed context-dependent opinion words (see
Section III-A5) nor “but phrases”, comparative opinions, etc.
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Currently, we use a basic approach to aggregate opinions on
various aspects (see Section III-A6).
Later on, we plan to significantly improve this approach.
After generating and using a domain-specific opinion list,
the next intermediate aim of this task is to handle contextdependent opinion words, which are indispensable to get
satisfactory results.
F. Opinion Quintuple Generation
After finishing all previous tasks, we will be able to
produce simplified opinion quintuples (e, aj , ooj , h, t) (see
Section III-B). As already mentioned, the quality as well
as the complexity of these quintuples are to be improved
iteratively by improving the other tasks.
V. E VALUATION
To evaluate the quality of the applied and adjusted opinion
mining methods, we create a set of sentences related to the
insurance domain.
We have considered using a three-class model. The first
class, which is the basic one, contains simple sentences
such as “The claim settlement of that insurance company
is very good”. Sentences of this category should be easy to
analyze. The second class includes more difficult sentences
(that means one subordinate clause, “but phrases”, etc.), e.g.,
“The employee of the customer service was friendly but not
really helpful”. The third and most intricate class contains
sentences with many subordinate clauses as well as irony,
e.g., “They raised the yearly subscription again, I really love
this company”.
Every whole sentence as well as the aspects inside, if
any, must be tagged in a machine-readable schema. In order
to determine the opinion value of a sentence or aspect we
decided to use the following six categories: strong positive
(sp), weak positive (wp), neutral (n), weak negative (wn),
strong negative (sn) and objective (o).
This set of tagged sentences enables us to measure the
quality of our methods. Thus, we can see improvements as
well as possible deterioration.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Although user-generated content provides an enormous
potential in the area of Opinion Mining, which makes
it attractive for companies to pursue real time customer
monitoring without relying on the usual polling techniques,
it has been used little so far. The main reason for this is that
Opinion Mining methods, which are available to companies
(especially German ones) still do not work satisfactorily.
We aim to improve Opinion Mining methods for the German language in the course of this project. Early experiments
have already shown that a domain- and, of course, a contextdependent approach is indispensable for this. As a next step,
we have to check whether the assumption that about 80%
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of our self-generated opinion list is domain-independent is
correct.
At first glance, the extraction of opinions with our adapted
methods and our opinion list works quite well, but until now
we have only worked with user reviews from a single source
as well as within limited evaluation sets. In the near future,
we would include blogs and forums and we should then
see how different writing styles, text structure and a mix of
topics affect our methods.
The first audited results of the project are expected in the
fourth quarter of 2012.
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